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One cannot not communicate
Paul Watzlawick



No matter how it looks at first,
it’s always a people problem

Gerald Weinberg









A striking characteristic of human memory is that pictures are 
remembered better than words.

From an evolutionary perspective, the ability to remember various 
aspects of one’s visual environment must be vital for survival, so it is 
not surprising that memory for pictorial material is particularly well-

developed.
Neural correlates of the episodic encoding of pictures and words

Cheryl L. Grady, Anthony R. McIntosh, M. Natasha Rajah, Fergus I. M. Craik
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences Mar 1998, 95 (5) 2703-2708; DOI: 

10.1073/pnas.95.5.2703



Can you recall the quote from 
Gerald Weinberg?



Was the boat in the first slide on a 
lake or the ocean?







Who is the audience?



Project or Product 
Management

Software 
Development



Project or Product 
Management

Software 
Development



Types of
Diagrams to

describe Software



Class
Component 
Deployment 
Object 
Package 
Profile 
Composite Structure 

Use Case 
Activity 
State
Sequence 
Communication 
Interaction Overview 
Timing 

Structure Diagrams Behavioral Diagrams



Let's do a Google-
search for 
“Software 

architecture 
diagram”



They all look 
different



There is no industry 
standard



But there are 
common things





Beautiful
Diagrams act as 
marketing material 
for technical ideas

Goals

Easy to read
Our audience should 
be able to 
understand our 
diagram in seconds

Fast to create
We must be quick in 
creating diagrams

Easy to maintain
Things change, it must 
be easy to change the 
diagrams as well

Standalone
Major parts must 
make sense without 
additional 
explanation



Guidelines



Have a Title
Defines focus of the diagram



Abstraction Level
C4 Level 2 (Containers)

What you can draw on a napkin



Only show structure
At this abstraction level, we focus on the 
general structure of the system



Only show structure
Don’t show behavior

This is a static map of your system

It has no notion of time



Only show structure
Don’t show infrastructure

The shape of the infrastructure might 
differ significantly from the logical 
structure



Only show structure
Don’t show technology

Icons are distracting

Technology is a detail of a deeper level



Left to right direction



Consistent Symbols
Use a small set of symbols/shapes

Use the same size everywhere



Label every node
Nodes are the most important parts of 
your diagram, they must have a label

Only use abbreviations that are clear to 
the audience



Connections
Use orthogonal connection style

Avoid crossing connections

Avoid more than 2 parallel connections

Ask yourself if showing all connections is 
necessary



Explain connections
The legend should give a clear 
description of the meaning of 
connections

Only add additional labels that are not 
clear or need additional information



Arrow heads
Use them only if they have a special 
meaning on the “map”

E.g. if you have a “one-way-road”

Explain the meaning in the legend

Only add an arrow head to one end, not 
both



Legend
Explain
- symbols
- shapes
- colors
- connectors
- meaning of arrows
- meaning of proximity of shapes



Color coding
Use colors to visualize information

Use a set of colors that works well together

Explain the color-code in the legend

Basically you have only 2 domains for color 
coding:
- fill color of shapes
- line color of connections

Avoid color coding the border of shapes



Consistent Spacing



Consistent Spacing



Alignment



Proximity
Use clusters or let components touch to 
indicate a special relationship

Explain the meaning in the legend



Fonts
Use up to 2 different fonts

Use up to 3 different font-sizes

Try to use the same fonts that are used 
in the rest of the documentation



Design it!
Diagrams are technical marketing 
material

We can learn from graphics design

Take your time
It is about subtracting the non-essentials,

making your design practical, yet pure
- Dieter Rams

Perfection is achieved, 
not when there is nothing more to add,

but when there is nothing left to take away.
- Antoine de Saint-Exupery



Examples

















100% of employees are people. 
100% of customers are people. 
100% of investors are people. 

If you don't understand people, you don't 
understand business.

Simon Sinek



100% of colleagues are people. 
100% of stakeholders are people. 

If you don't understand your audience, you 
don’t understand communication.

Simon Lasselsberger
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